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An active debate is currently underway as to how hydrogen pipelines can and should be regulated. Within this debate are those who believe hydrogen pipelines are (and should be) subject to regulation under the Interstate Commerce Act (ICA), which currently governs pipelines carrying oil, petroleum products, and natural gas liquids (NGLs), and those who believe hydrogen pipelines are (or should be) regulated under the Natural Gas Act (NGA). The former view has been advocated by the authors of this article in academic publications, public forums, and Congressional hearings. The latter view, which has some support in Congress,1 has been most comprehensively advocated by Michael Diamond in his recent article, Jurisdiction Over Hydrogen Pipelines and Pathways to an Effective Regulatory Regime (hereinafter Hydrogen Pathways or Article).2

As explained below, this interpretation of the current law regarding the regulation of hydrogen pipelines is not supported.3 Furthermore, singular focus on the NGA as a vehicle to govern hydrogen pipeline transportation appears driven by unsupported...
assumptions, economic interests that favor expanding the NGA’s scope, and a lack of understanding as to how other regulatory regimes operate. The authors remain unconvinced that hydrogen pipelines are, could, or should be subject to the NGA’s expansive regulatory regime. Rather, we continue to believe that the law (and policy) favors regulation under the ICA. Our aim in this short article is to address misconceptions regarding the regulation of hydrogen pipelines and clear up some concerns for those readers less familiar with the ICA.

Natural Gas Pipeline Interests Are Biased in Favor of Expanding the Scope of the NGA

In addition to running contrary to existing facts and applicable law, the argument that hydrogen pipelines are (or should be) regulated under the NGA may be driven by the interests of existing natural gas pipelines. Pipelines already regulated under the NGA are likely the only entities that would benefit if hydrogen were exclusively regulated under the NGA. Conversely, existing and new hydrogen pipeline operators as well as hydrogen startups would be harmed, as described in greater detail below. Understanding these interests is invaluable in scrutinizing the arguments made by those who favor expanding the scope of the NGA to cover hydrogen.

Specifically, if the meaning of “natural gas” under the NGA were to be redefined to include hydrogen, all existing natural gas pipelines would have the scope of their FERC certificates significantly expanded. Certificated natural gas pipelines would also necessarily be the only entities authorized to transport hydrogen in interstate commerce. This is because the NGA prohibits regulated pipelines from engaging in any construction, expansion, or transportation of any kind without first obtaining a certificate.4 Relatedly, the NGA framework would give incumbent gas pipeline owners an outsized voice in the construction of new hydrogen infrastructure that may amount to a veto over some projects. This is because the NGA framework is oriented around the “orderly” planning of gas infrastructure, where the interest of existing NGA pipelines and their customers must be considered.5 Approval of new hydrogen pipeline construction would be especially difficult to justify because, in theory, every natural gas pipeline that serves any market would also be authorized to serve that market with hydrogen, whether they ever actually plan to do so. In contrast, as
discussed below, under the ICA or the closely related Interstate Commerce Commission Termination Act (ICCTA), any entity can build a new pipeline regardless of whether the market was already served.

The NGA also has a much further reach than the ICA or ICCTA. The NGA regulates pipeline transportation and non-exempt sales “in interstate commerce,” which occurs whenever the pipeline crosses a state line or if the gas transported is commingled with gas that has crossed state lines. As the authors have said elsewhere, this would likely cover numerous existing hydrogen pipelines throughout the country serving essential services like making fuels, fertilizer, and other chemicals. These pipelines typically transport hydrogen that is made from natural gas, and the NGA does not exempt interstate gas transportation simply because it is downstream from a processing plant. By contrast, the ICA and ICCTA regimes are much narrower in scope, regulating only the terms of transportation from one state to another. In addition to being less disruptive, this lack of a certificate requirement and narrower scope in the ICA does not present anything like the incentives for regulatory overreach that the NGA creates.

Fundamentally, regulating hydrogen under the NGA without new legislation would require FERC to reinterpret the language and meaning of the NGA so radically that the agency would stray into making legislative decisions unsupported by any of its enabling acts, which are more properly addressed by Congress. However, commenters who view this legal question entirely from the perspective of the NGA may fall into the logical trap of trying to fit every gaseous commodity into that regime. FERC would need to completely reinterpret all relevant statutes to reach the Article’s conclusion that “FERC could deem hydrogen to be ‘natural gas’ in its own right and regulate it identically to other natural gas transported on the interstate pipeline grid.” If FERC were to somehow adopt the positions advocated, the agency might easily be reversed by an appeals court, especially given the Supreme Court’s recent decisions. Therefore, regulation of hydrogen under the NGA could only be achieved through new legislation.

However, the policy arguments presented in support of such legislation are largely unsupported or misplaced. There certainly could be valid arguments for applying certain aspects of the NGA regulatory regime to hydrogen pipelines, such as federal siting authority. But it is not helpful to take the NGA regime’s superiority for granted without offering evidence to support that position or adequately considering the alternatives. As this debate continues, it is important for observers to be mindful of the windfall of benefits that natural gas pipelines would reap from subjecting hydrogen pipelines to the NGA. These biases can lead to results-driven analyses rather than the even-handed review that this question requires.

Incorrect Presentations of Law

The Article’s arguments that hydrogen could be regulated under the NGA, or that it cannot be regulated under the ICA, are not supported by substantive legal authority. Primarily, these arguments fail to account for the plain language of the statutes. Contrary to the arguments that the ICA cannot regulate hydrogen because it is a gas, there is no legal support for the idea that ICA covers only liquids and does not cover gases. The plain language of the ICA’s jurisdictional statute (now split with ICCTA) states that it covers “the transportation of oil or other commodity, except water and except natural and artificial gas, by means of pipe lines.” Since 1977, the “oil” portion of “oil or other commodity” has been administered by FERC and pipelines carrying “other commodities” are now regulated by the Surface Transportation Board (STB) under its cognate authority under the ICCTA. Based on the legislative history, FERC and the courts interpret “oil” broadly as petrochemicals with energy potential. The current consensus, based on the outdated or mistaken reasoning that hydrogen is not an energy resource, is that hydrogen pipelines are subject to the ICCTA.

Anecdotal statements such as “‘Oil’ refers to liquids, not gases,” or “the ICA covers liquids” are not borne out by legal precedent or history. FERC has never based its ICA jurisdiction on whether a regulated commodity is a gas or a liquid (and neither has the STB for its “other commodities” pipelines). In fact, from 1977 to 1990 FERC exercised ICA jurisdiction over pipelines carrying gaseous anhydrous ammonia (because it was made with hydrogen considered to be a petrochemical). In 1990, FERC and the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC, now the STB) determined...
that that authority was more properly exercised by the ICC, not because it was a gas, but because ammonia was not used as a fuel. Ammonia pipelines are still regulated by the STB under the ICCTA. This would be impossible under the Article’s interpretation of the term “artificial gas” because the STB has no jurisdiction over pipelines carrying “artificial gas.” The cited argument that the ICA can only apply to liquid commodities is not supported by any substantive legal authority.

Furthermore, categorical statements that the dividing line between the NGA and ICA is whether the commodity is liquid or gas makes little practical sense when held up to any scrutiny. “Natural gas” and “artificial gas” have specific meanings that do not cover every gaseous commodity. As the Article admits, carbon dioxide is a naturally occurring gas that is not “natural gas,” and ammonia is an artificially created gas that is not “artificial gas.” Further, ethane, propane, and butane (i.e., NGLs) are gases at normal temperature and pressure and are regulated by the ICA as “oil” despite the fact that they are gases in their natural state. Methane can also be liquified, as is evident from the existence of liquified natural gas (LNG), which is still regulated as natural gas under the NGA because it is methane. Simply put, the law is clear that NGA jurisdiction depends on whether the pipeline is carrying “natural gas” (i.e., methane) and has nothing to do with the physical state of the commodity. In fact, FERC’s predecessor, the Federal Power Commission (FPC), stated that when prior FPC and court decisions found “the sale of heavier hydrocarbon from a gas stream in a liquid form were found not to be jurisdictional, . . . [it] . . . did not turn on the fact that the heavier hydrocarbons were extracted in the liquid state.”

Notwithstanding these facts, the Article attempts to expansively define natural and artificial gas to include hydrogen. Such arguments concerning the definitions of “natural” and “artificial” gas are directly contradicted by the NGA’s legislative history. And the proposition that the NGA can be applied beyond methane are not supported by applicable precedent. For instance, the Article claims that propane and ethane have been “deemed” by FERC to be “artificial gases.” This, however, is simply not accurate: neither ethane nor propane are “artificial gas” rather, the interstate transportation of these commodities is regulated under the ICA—which explicitly excludes artificial gas—as “oil.” The congressional record and case law makes clear that “natural gas” means methane and “artificial gas” means artificially created methane or the archaic gas sourced from coal and originally used for lighting, sometimes called “town gas.” None of these definitions apply to hydrogen, which was treated as a commodity separate from methane when the relevant statutes were passed.

Misplaced Policy Arguments Against the ICA and in Favor of the NGA

Policy arguments in favor of regulating hydrogen pipelines under the NGA and not the ICA tend to be unsupported, poorly analyzed, and demonstrate a misunderstanding of relevant statutes. These include arguments that hydrogen pipelines should not be regulated under the ICA if blends of hydrogen and methane would be regulated under the NGA; that the NGA is preferable because it contains exemptions for facilities; that the NGA allows for federal eminent domain authority; and that the NGA’s methods of allocating constrained capacity are superior. These policy arguments, taken together, create problems concerning hydrogen regulation under the ICA where our work indicates that none exist and focus on theoretical advantages of the NGA that are of uncertain relevance to the hydrogen industry.

First, the claim that pipelines carrying hydrogen should not be regulated under the ICA because regulation of blends of hydrogen and methane would be regulated under the NGA, leading to a problem of divergent regulation where FERC would “regulate hydrogen under two different statutes,” ignores the fact that the entire NGL industry already operates this way without any of the unspecified “practical problems” the Article implies. Under the current energy regulatory regime, pipelines carrying methane blended with NGLs are NGA-jurisdictional, while the transportation of NGLs on their own is governed by the ICA, because NGLs are considered “oil” for purposes of the ICA’s jurisdiction. FERC has separately regulated the transportation of blended and unblended NGLs under the NGA and ICA for years without incident. There is no reason hydrogen transportation could not operate in the same way. The concerns over FERC regulating hydrogen pipelines under two separate regimes thus fails to account for how pipelines operate in reality. Further, categorical assertions that hydrogen...
“will be transported in natural gas pipelines” and “will be a direct substitute for natural gas” are unsupported. In fact, the smart money is taking a more skeptical view regarding the adoption of hydrogen as a direct replacement for natural gas compared to other uses such as transportation fuel, and projecting hydrogen’s current uses in refining and fertilizer production remain dominant in the near term.

Another legally misplaced argument is the claim that the NGA is preferable for the regulation of hydrogen because it contains limited exemptions for some intrastate or local activities in the form of its Hinshaw and gathering pipeline exemptions. The ICA only covers shipments by pipelines between states or internationally and does not have the same level of regulatory reach over regulated company activities, as found in the NGA. Simply put, the ICA has no need to exempt a small subset of intrastate activity because no intrastate activity is regulated by the ICA in the first place.

Claims that the NGA is superior for the regulation of hydrogen pipelines because it allows for federal eminent domain authority have two major weaknesses. First, the NGA’s certification process— which requires gas pipelines to apply for and receive a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity from FERC prior to exercising federal eminent domain authority—is currently a lengthy and expensive process that typically takes years to resolve. Importantly, this certificate is required before a gas pipeline can begin construction, expansion, or transportation of any kind. Second, before it grants a certificate, FERC must evaluate the need for, and impacts of, the proposed pipeline, and it is unclear how FERC (or anyone) has adequate expertise to answer these questions for an emerging industry like hydrogen or how the agency would adapt its existing gas policies. This is not ideal for fostering the efficient construction or repurposing of pipelines for use in hydrogen transportation, as a major goal in the development of hydrogen pipeline systems is to quickly move forward with decarbonization.

Furthermore, the Article does not mention that there are currently more than two hundred thousand miles of crude oil, petroleum products, and NGL pipelines that were built and are functional without the need for federal eminent domain authority, including nearly fifty thousand miles built in the last ten years.

Given that state governments have been applying in droves to host “hydrogen hubs,” it is simply implausible that they would be so hostile to hydrogen pipeline construction that federal preemption would be needed. There are certainly potential advantages with federal siting authority, but it is unreasonable to take for granted that federal oversight is always superior without any serious consideration of countervailing evidence.

Claims that the NGA’s methods of allocating constrained capacity are superior to the ICA’s because they allow a pipeline to “allocate scarce capacity based on price, quantity, and length of a contract” do not appreciate how pipelines operate under the ICA. Fundamentally, these concerns simply do not arise. The ICA is a common carrier regime, where contracts are the exception. However, ICA pipelines can enter into contracts to support new or expanded capacity, and when they do those contracts govern allocation of...
Powers analyzed how all major substantive serious concerns of a large and important industry that practical value, a policy analysis must address the consider. “differences in price” or “length of a contract” to capacity among its non-contract shippers, there are no “differences in price” or “length of a contract” to consider.

Finally, NGA regulation would have a detrimental impact on the existing hydrogen industry and pipelines that currently transport hydrogen. Imposing the requirements of the NGA on existing hydrogen manufacturers and transporters without exemption would lead to serious regulatory burdens that have a high probability of disrupting or even crippling the burgeoning hydrogen industry. In order to have practical value, a policy analysis must address the serious concerns of a large and important industry that would be directly impacted by its proposal. For instance, in his written testimony to the Senate, Mr. Powers analyzed how all major substantive requirements of the ICA’s much more simplified regime could be readily applied to hydrogen. Just as importantly, that testimony also discussed how that regime’s narrower scope would cover much less economic activity than the NGA, reducing the likelihood and extent of unintended consequences.

Conclusion

While there are some aspects of the NGA worth further examination, there has yet to be a convincing argument for that statute’s wholesale absorption of the hydrogen pipeline industry under new or existing law. Overall, as the fulsome analyses provided by Mr. Bolgiano illustrate, under current law hydrogen pipelines are most properly considered regulated under the ICA and not under the NGA. More importantly, from a policy perspective, the more limited regulatory regime of the ICA is ideal for a developing industry like hydrogen, where the economic realities from production to consumption are all still in rapid flux, as Mr. Powers testified to in the Senate last summer.
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The Impact of *West Virginia v. EPA* on Challenges to FERC’s Authority Under the Major Questions Doctrine

Donald L. R. Goodson, Institute for Policy Integrity, New York University School of Law

Introduction

In the Spring 2022 issue of this publication, Harvey Reiter highlighted a significant legal development that implicated the authority of federal regulatory agencies, including the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). Specifically, Reiter summarized recent applications of the nascent “major questions doctrine” in the Supreme Court’s decisions in *Alabama Association of Realtors v. Department of Health & Human Services* (2021)¹ and *National Federation of Independent Business v. OSHA* (2022),² which he interpreted as potentially allowing courts to strip an agency of its power to regulate if they determine “that an agency’s policy initiative was too big and too important to be entrusted to it.”³ Reiter queried how some of the most consequential rulemakings from FERC (or its predecessor, the Federal Power Commission) would have fared under the Supreme Court’s analysis in *Alabama Realtors* and *NFIB*. And he concluded that those decisions might spark challenges to future or pending FERC actions, including proposed revisions to Order No. 1000’s regional transmission-planning and cost-allocation rules (Transmission Rulemaking)⁴ and updated draft policy statements on certification of new interstate natural gas facilities (Draft Policy Statements).⁵

Reiter’s observations have proven to be prescient, as critics have tried to leverage the major questions doctrine to attack both of these FERC initiatives.

This article picks up where Reiter’s left off to address *West Virginia v. EPA*—the most recent Supreme Court case involving the major questions doctrine, and the first Supreme Court majority opinion expressly referencing and exploring the doctrine.⁶ In his 2022 article, Reiter correctly noted *Alabama Realtors* and *NFIB* relied on some worrisome factors to invoke the doctrine. Fortunately (in this author’s view), *West Virginia* does not rely on some of the most troubling factors from those earlier decisions, such as the number of persons affected.⁷ Rather, to determine whether the major questions doctrine applies, *West Virginia*’s framework asks whether the action (1) is “unheralded” and (2) represents a “transformative” change in the agency’s authority.⁸ If the answer to these questions is yes, the agency must point to “clear congressional authorization” for its action.⁹ *West Virginia* is far from a model of clarity, but the majority opinion’s analysis reflects an attempt to cabin the doctrine to only “extraordinary cases.”¹⁰

Under that analysis, FERC’s Transmission Rulemaking and Draft Policy Statements should not trigger the doctrine because they are neither unheralded nor transformative.

While the *West Virginia* majority opinion seems to cabin the doctrine, Justice Gorsuch’s concurring opinion tries to expand it by (1) introducing factors for triggering the doctrine that the majority opinion omits and (2) recasting the doctrine as a clear-statement rule.¹¹ Perhaps most troubling for FERC is Justice Gorsuch’s reliance on “intrusion into an area that is the particular domain of state law” as an additional factor that may trigger the major questions doctrine.¹² Drawing on that statement, seventeen States have argued that FERC’s Transmission Rulemaking triggers the doctrine because it “implicates” the jurisdictional divide in the Federal Power Act (FPA) between state and federal authority.¹³ Others have lobbed similar arguments at the Draft Policy Statements, citing the jurisdictional divide in the Natural Gas Act (NGA).¹⁴

But there is already a well-established body of case law delineating the divide between federal and state jurisdiction in the FPA and the NGA.¹⁵ Inserting state interests into the major questions doctrine risks muddying that longstanding divide and creating uncertainty for FERC’s authority.

I. *West Virginia* Eschews a Multi-Factor Test of Economic and Political Significance for the Major Questions Doctrine, Asking Instead Whether the Agency’s Action Is Unheralded and Transformative

In his 2022 article, Reiter lamented the Supreme Court’s reliance in *Alabama Realtors* and *NFIB* on (1) previously unclaimed agency authority and (2) the number of persons affected. He rightly criticized both: Courts have rejected similar novelty challenges to
FERC’s authority because “no inference may be drawn from prior non-use,”16 and “[r]ulemakings, which establish regulations of general applicability, will almost by definition affect large numbers of businesses and persons.”17 West Virginia relies on the first factor, but not the second—in fact, West Virginia’s legal analysis does not turn on any factors of economic significance, like the number of persons affected.

Before explaining this point, some background on West Virginia may be helpful. The case involved Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act, which authorizes the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to set a “standard of performance” for power plants’ emission of certain air pollutants, including greenhouse gases.18 “That standard must . . . reflect the ‘best system of emission reduction’ that [EPA] has determined to be ‘adequately demonstrated’ for the particular category” of power plant.19 The question in West Virginia was whether Section 111(d) authorizes EPA to issue the Clean Power Plan (CPP), which, among other things, used a purposeful “generation shifting” approach to determine the best system of emission reduction.20

The Supreme Court began by announcing that, in cases involving agency authority, different analyses apply depending on whether the case is “ordinary” or “extraordinary.”21 Extraordinary cases have been ones “in which the ‘history and the breadth of the authority that the [agency] has asserted,’ and the ‘economic and political significance’ of that assertion, provide a ‘reason to hesitate before concluding that Congress’ meant to confer such authority.’”22 The Supreme Court then catalogued such cases, describing them as embodying the “major questions doctrine.”23

As Natasha Brunstein and I explain elsewhere, although the Supreme Court referenced economic and political significance in the prelude to its legal analysis, when it actually determined whether the CPP triggered the doctrine, it did not rest on some amorphous assertion of economic and political significance.24 Nor did the Supreme Court march through a list of significance factors—like the amount of money involved, overall economic impact, number of persons affected, or degree of public attention.25 The Supreme Court instead explained that “this is a major questions case” because “EPA ‘claim[ed] to discover in a long-extant statute an unheralded power’ representing a ‘transformative expansion in [its] regulatory authority.’”26 The rest of the Supreme Court’s legal analysis of the triggers for the doctrine then tracked these two considerations, examining (1) whether the CPP was “unheralded,” i.e., “unprecedented,” and (2) whether it represented a “transformative” change in EPA’s authority.27

That the Supreme Court did not march through a multi-factor list of indicators of economic and political significance is, for lack of a better word, significant. Several parties used a multi-factor test of economic and political significance in their briefs.28 The Supreme Court did not. And there are good reasons for that seemingly deliberate choice. Any test that relies on malleable indicators of significance
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amounts to little more than you “know it when you see it.” Such a test would also call for a political judgment rather than a judicial one. And far from cabining the doctrine to extraordinary cases, a test turning on things like the amount of money involved or number of persons affected would sweep in hundreds of agency actions a year (if not more).

The broad reach of an amorphous test centered on economic and political significance would arguably capture many FERC actions, including its Transmission Rulemaking, which will have widespread impact on utilities, households, and others in between. As Reiter aptly observed, that is inherent in nearly any generally applicable regulation of the energy sector. (Though that is not necessarily true of the Draft Policy Statements: They merely provide guidance on FERC’s case-by-case considerations when deciding whether individual pipeline applications satisfy the “public convenience and necessity” standard, and it is unclear whether the number of pipelines approved or disapproved under that guidance will be meaningfully different than before.) But West Virginia’s two-prong framework should have more limited application than the type of amorphous test of economic and political significance advanced in the West Virginia briefing and implicitly rejected by the Supreme Court.

For example, FERC’s Transmission Rulemaking should not trigger the major questions doctrine under West Virginia’s two-prong analysis because it is neither unprecedented nor transformative. Most notably, in Order No. 1000, FERC regulated regional transmission planning and cost allocation in response to similar concerns raised in the Transmission Rulemaking about the evolving generation mix. FERC can thus readily point to a past analogous exercise of authority. The D.C. Circuit upheld Order No. 1000, explaining that FERC’s “recognizing that state and federal policies might affect the transmission market and direct[ing] transmission providers to consider that impact in their planning decisions . . . fits comfortably within [its] authority.” That reasoning alone also demonstrates that FERC’s Transmission Rulemaking does not represent a transformative change in its authority.

For similar reasons, the Draft Policy Statements should not trigger the major questions doctrine either. Among other relevant precedents, FERC’s 1999 Policy Statement on certification of new interstate pipeline facilities, as clarified in 2000, stated that FERC would give weight to “the overall benefits to the environment of natural gas consumption” (e.g., as compared to coal consumption). The Draft Policy Statements similarly explain that FERC will give weight to upstream and downstream greenhouse gas emissions. Both represent analogous exercises of FERC’s authority to consider indirect environmental effects, meaning the Draft Policy Statements are not un heralded. Nor do they represent a transformative change in FERC’s authority because they merely endorse consideration of an effect similar to previously considered effects as part of an analysis that FERC (or its predecessor) has been doing for decades. Stated differently, FERC’s “power over American industry” will look much the same under the Draft Policy Statements as before.

II. The West Virginia Concurring Opinion Would Create Uncertainty for FERC

Justice Gorsuch authored a concurring opinion that materially differs from the majority opinion by offering additional factors as potential triggers for the major questions doctrine. For example, Justice Gorsuch stated that the “major questions doctrine may apply when an agency seeks to ‘intrud[e] into an area that is the particular domain of state law.’” Justice Gorsuch did not explain exactly how intrusion into an area that is the particular domain of state law fits into the major questions analysis. He observed only that it is a “suggestive factor[]” for determining “when an agency action involves a major question for which clear congressional authority is required.”

This “suggestive factor” is problematic as a general matter. But if it were adopted as a trigger for the major questions doctrine, it would be especially problematic for FERC’s authority. As the Supreme Court explained in FERC v. Electric Power Supply Association (EPSA), the FPA’s “statutory division” of authority between FERC and the States over the electricity sector “generates a steady flow of jurisdictional disputes because—in point of fact if not of law—the wholesale and retail markets in electricity are inextricably linked.” Much the same could be said of the NGA’s jurisdictional divide. The case law interpreting both statutes’ nearly century-old “bright line” between FERC and state authority is admittedly complicated. But, as others have persuasively argued, it provides an administrable framework for resolving
the “steady flow of jurisdictional disputes” between FERC and the States, even when applied to the modern energy sector.46

Drawing on Justice Gorsuch’s concurring opinion, however, critics of FERC’s actions have confusingly invoked the major questions doctrine in combination with arguments based on the FPA’s and NGA’s jurisdictional divide. For example, seventeen States filed comments opposing FERC’s Transmission Rulemaking, arguing that “[n]ational scale energy grid regulation is a ‘major question’ . . . because it implicates a unique and complex jurisdictional divide between State and federal regulatory authority.”47 The States separately argued that, “[i]n addition to the lack of ‘clear congressional authorization,’ that would be required to survive review under the major questions doctrine, FERC’s goals here are also foreclosed by statutory prohibitions in the [FPA],” because the “[S]tates, not [FERC], are the entities responsible for shaping the generation mix.”48 Private parties made similar arguments opposing the Draft Policy Statements, arguing that they triggered the major questions doctrine because the NGA “specifically left regulation of upstream and downstream activities to the States.”49

How would a court resolve these state-interest arguments? Would it need to decide whether FERC’s actions triggered the major questions doctrine by determining whether such actions violated the FPA’s or NGA’s jurisdictional divide? If so, the major questions doctrine would be irrelevant: If FERC improperly crossed the jurisdictional divide, its actions would be unauthorized without any need to proceed further in the major questions analysis; if FERC’s actions did not cross the jurisdictional divide, no further major questions analysis would be needed either.

Or would merely “implicat[ing]” the divide be enough to trigger the major questions doctrine, as the seventeen States seem to suggest? If so, a court would then proceed to determine whether FERC had “clear congressional authorization” for its action. But how would the search for “clear congressional authorization” differ from what a court would normally do when resolving the “steady flow of jurisdictional disputes” under the FPA and NGA?

The answer to that question may ultimately turn on how one views “clear congressional authorization.”

Brunstein and I read West Virginia’s use of clear congressional authorization as depriving the agency of deference and presuming the agency’s action is not authorized once a court finds the major questions doctrine is triggered, but that presumption can be overcome if the agency persuades a skeptical court that the “correct reading” of the statute authorizes the action.50 Under that reading of West Virginia, a skeptical court would scrutinize FERC’s assertion of authority more closely than in the ordinary case, but it would not require magic statutory words to authorize FERC’s action.

Others, however, including Justice Gorsuch, equate “clear congressional authorization” with a clear-statement rule—an aggressive canon of statutory interpretation that allows courts to choose a less plausible statutory reading (over the more natural one) in certain circumstances.51 As Brunstein and I explain, the majority opinion in West Virginia appears to have carefully omitted the phrase “clear statement” from its legal analysis, perhaps to avoid adopting such an aggressive canon of interpretation.52

But if the major questions doctrine is effectively a clear-statement rule, it is uncertain how such a rule would operate in practice when applied to the FPA and NGA. For example, would the FPA’s authorizing FERC to regulate “the sale of electric energy at wholesale in interstate commerce,” including both wholesale electricity rates and any rule or practice “affecting” such rates,53 have provided the requisite clear statement for FERC to regulate the compensation that operators pay for demand response bids? The EPSA Court resolved that jurisdictional dispute in FERC’s favor just a few years ago.54 But “demand response does not fit neatly within the FPA’s jurisdictional boundaries,” namely because “[i]t is not a sale for resale” and “the entities that participate in wholesale markets through demand response programs are ordinarily retail purchasers.”55 So it is far from certain that EPSA would have come out the same way if the Supreme Court had required a clear statement in the FPA authorizing FERC to regulate compensation for demand response bids.56 Similar questions arise concerning the D. C. Circuit’s opinion upholding Order No. 1000 given the court’s reliance on Chevron deference to reject challengers’ arguments.57

* * *
These questions are academic, however, because the majority opinion controls and does not adopt intrusion into an area that is the particular domain of state law as a relevant factor in the major questions analysis nor endorse the clear-statement label for the doctrine. 

But that will not stop parties from trying to use Justice Gorsuch’s concurring opinion. And some courts have been open to applying his concurring opinion. So far, none of those cases have involved the FPA or NGA. But any extension of the concurring opinion to those statutes could muddy their jurisdictional divide and create uncertainty for FERC—or at least headaches for courts trying to resolve these complicated arguments.
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